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“Japanese Fruits”
―Not only the 

sweetness but also a 
fragrance and taste, 
the appearance.

Sembikiya was established the 
store which handled with fruits 
and vegetable in 1834.
As of now, Sembikiya became a 
fruits specialty store that handles 
highest quality fruits in Japan.
『SEMBIKIYA FRUITS 
JOURNAL』will introduce the 
most recommended fruits out of 
the many fruits sold at our store.
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Only one fruit can be grown with 
one tree.
It is possible to give plenty of 
sunlight and nutrients to one fruit.
It is the highest quality of the 
Japanese melon which can taste 
sweetness and aroma fully.

“Fully ripe Mango” doesn’t harvest until 
it is fully ripe and falls naturally.
The smooth flesh, plenty of sweetness 
and juice, this is a mango that you won't 
forget once you eat it. Speaking of mango 
in Japan, the taste and quality of the 
products are well understood as it is 
reminiscent of “a fully ripe mango”.

Fully Ripe 
Mango
From Miyazaki, Japan 
Sales period / April-July

Information
※“Japanese Cherry”“Fully Ripe Mango”“Musk Melon” is handled by main store(1st Floor).
※Sales price of these products are different by the season.
※The fruits that sold by the main store(1st Floor) is subject to the tax exemption.
About duty-free sales
※In Sembikiya, we are providing duty-free services to foreign visitors visiting Japan.Please feel free to ask about duty-free.
※Requirements of duty free①Having a passport.②Purchase price is ¥5,400(including tax) or more. ③Do not open the product in Japan,etc.

Musk 
Melon
From Shizuoka, Japan
Sales period / All year

“Japanese Cherry”
From Yamagata, Japan
Sales period / April-June

Japanese cherry that grown at a 
region with a large temperature 
difference between morning 
and evening is the high-quality 
out of the many variety cherry 
over the world.
Shining like a red ruby, plenty

Japanese Cherry

of juice, 
moderate acidity 
in the sweetness. 
It is a rare fruit 
you can only 
taste for a short 
period of time.



“Sembikiya Special Parfait”
Sales period / All year

This is the“Special”parfait!!
7 kinds of colorful fruits, ice cream 
and sherbet, rich fruit sauces, whip 
cream.
You should try to taste this parfait 
that is the most popular in our 
store once.

“Premium Fruits Assort”
Sales period / All Year

Assort a seasonal fruits and rare fruits which are selected carefully all over the 
world. It recommended to you who want to taste plenty of variety of fruits.

“Tropical Parfait” 
Sales period /May7th－August31st

Mango, Papaya, Pineapple, kiwi 
fruit, and many tropical fruits.
Rich coconut ice cream and lychee 
sherbet are very compatible.

On the official website, we explain the 
history from the establishment to the 
present, the spirit and menus for carefully 
selected fruits, etc.

We devote all our energy to showing 
hospitality to our customers who are 
visiting Japan. If you have any question 
about our products or menus, please feel 
free to ask question.
The opinion from the customers will be 
used to improve our all services.

Sembikiya Nihombashi Flagship Store

1F: Main Store

2F: Fruit Parlor (Fruit Cafe)

Please read the QR 
code, and access to 
our official website.

※State of fruit parlor visitor's seat on the second floor

“Fully Ripe Mango Parfait” 
Sales period / June －Mid-August

We decorated the fully ripe mango 
known as the finest fruit.
The fully ripened flesh melts in 
the mouth without a bite and a 
rich aroma spreads.
Let's enjoy the harmony with 
Mango flesh and a mildly sweet 
whip cream, refresh mango 
sherbet.


